Abstrak mar-and um-, (2.2) using infix -um-, (2.3) using suffix -an and -hian, and (2.4) using confix marsi-i, ha-assa, ma-hu, pa-hu, sa-na, and um-hian
INTRODUCTION

Background
Language can be viewed from various point of view. Morphologically, for example, language is viewed from the internal structure of the words. In other words, morphology studies the word formation of a language. The structure of a word deals with the elements and forms of the word itself. The elements of word can be morphemes such as free morpheme and bound morpheme. Bound morpheme consists of affixes like prefixes, suffixes, infixes, or confixes. Talking about morphemes, there are a lot of morphological issues that can be discussed. Morphemes play important roles in word formation. For instance, reduplications are formed by the interference of not only free morphemes but also bound morphemes. Whereas Lieber (2009: 80) states that reduplication is a morphological process in which all or parts of the base is repeated. Other linguist, Kridalaksana (1993: 186) argues that reduplications are the processes and result of duplicating a linguistic unit as phonological or grammatical element. According to Brinton (2000: 91) viewed from its form, reduplication can be divided into three types, they are, total reduplication, ablaut reduplication in which the changes occur to vowels, the consonants stay the same, and rhyme reduplication, in which the consonants change whereas the vowels do not change. Paradigmatic reduplication without changing the lexical identity merely provides a grammatical meaning while the derivational reduplication is the adversary of the inflectional (Robin, 1993: 202) . In other words, reduplication is one of the ways in word formation. Reduplication is a process and the result of word repetition as phonological or grammatical tool (Kridalaksana, 1993: 186) . In other words, reduplication is the process of forming new words by repeating a base morpheme partially or fully with or without phoneme variations. Reduplication is the process of word formation similar to derivation in term of doubling syllables or all, therefore, there is a very minimum phonological change. The use of reduplication in Toba Batak language is very productive because this form is used a lot in daily conversation among Toba Batak language speakers. The division of reduplication is done in different ways. However, the problems are there is not any clear divisions of the types of adjective reduplications in Toba Batak language. Moreover, the morphological processes of adjective reduplications and the meanings generated by adjective reduplications should be a great notice to be investigated. For instance, Brinton (2000: 91) argues that in determining the signs used in writing reduplication forms, reduplication is divided into two types, they are morpemic reduplication and semantic reduplication. Morphemic reduplication is divided into full reduplication, that is, the repetition of the whole base and partial reduplication, that is, the repetition of parts of the base to form new word. Furthermore, semantic reduplication is divided into reduplication without affix and reduplication with affix.
METHOD
The study was done by using qualitative design. According to Seliger and Elana (1989: 116) qualitative data give description about language phenomena naturally without the interference of certain experiment. Therefore, qualitative research must be descriptive (Hasan, 1990: 16) . In other words, the results of the analysis are the descriptions of the researched language.
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The data of this research were collected from two sources, they are: a. Documentary study The writer collected the data from written sources in Toba Batak language. b. Observation
Observation is a process of observing research object using the researcher senses (Bungin, 2007: 115) . Observation was done by participant observation method without guide, therefore, the researcher has a role as main observer in observing language object which is reserached by taking notes on language phenomena in the field. The field notes have important role in recording observation or interview (Muhadjir, 1997: 179) . The writer directly observed the participants in the field as the object of this research. Therefore, the data collected through recording are based on the natural utterances produced by the participants.
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
This subchapter discusses findings and discussions of the research dealing with adjective reduplications in Toba Batak language. The results show that there are five types of adjective reduplications in Toba Batak language, they are, full adjective reduplication, partial adjective reduplication with prefixes, partial adjective reduplication with infix, partial adjective reduplication with suffix, and partial adjective reduplication with prefix and suffix.
Full Adjective Reduplication
Full adjective reduplication without phoneme change is meant to say that the repetition of the adjective reduplication is fully occured and there is not any phoneme change in the formation. The meaning of the full adjective reduplication is to represent an explanation that the entity being talked is plural and averagely .... as mentioned in the base adjective as in the following examples.
/etek-etek/ 'averagely small' /balga-balga/ 'averagely big' /neaŋ-neaŋ/'average light' /asom-asom/ 'averagely sour' /uli-uli/ 'averagely beautiful' /togos-togos/ 'averagely sturdy' /maol-maol/ 'averagely difficult' /pogos-pogos/ 'averagely poor' /mora-mora/ 'averagely rich' /tua-tua/ 'averagely old' /hipas-hipas/ 'averagely healthy'
The process of forming full adjective reduplication is by repeating the base adjective fully without any change or addition. For example, the word etek 'small' is repeated becomes etek-etek, balga → balga-balga and so on. The meaning of the full adjective reduplication above is to express that the subject matter of the discussion is averagely ..... as mentioned in the base adjective. In etek-etek it can mean that something being talked is averagely small as in (1) below.
(1) a. Etek-etek sude tommat on.
'All of these tomatoes are averagely small'. b. Asom-asom utte na di bagas hirang an. 'The oranges in the basket are all averagely sour'.
The other meaning of adjective reduplication can refer to singular to show the condition of the subject matter being talked as mentioned by the modified adjective as can be seen in (2) in the following.
(2) a. Gale-gale dongan mi torus. 'Your friend is weak all of the time'.
b. Holan na peol-peol dalan hu huta na.
'The road to his village is crooked'.
The other meaning of full adjective reduplication is to indicate how something is done as in (3) The meaning of the partial adjective reduplication with prefix maris to show the condition of something talked as in (4).
(4) a. Marria-ria sude jolma di pesta i.
'All of the people in the party were happy'.
b. Marsoppit-soppit hanami di bagas motor.
'We were huddle in the bus'. The meaning of the partial adjective reduplication with prefix taris to state that something happens frequently as in (5). The meaning of the partial adjective reduplication with prefix mais to show strong feeling or to emphasize something as in (6). The meaning of the partial adjective reduplication with prefix marsi-is to modify a noun by showing that the quality of something talked is in high or intense proportion as in (7). (7) a. Jotjot ibana marsitoltolsitoltol di tikki na marsahit i. 'He used to be tight when he was sick. b. Sai marsigorgor-sigorgor do sogo ni rohana mamereng ho.
'His hatred to see you is always cindery.
The meaning of the partial adjective reduplication with prefix umis to state the degree of comparison as in (8) /asom-asoman/ 'sourer' /oto-otoan/ 'more stupid' /balga-balgaan/ 'bigger' /biroŋ-biroŋan/ 'blacker' /holo-holoman/ 'darker' /uli-ulian/ 'more beautiful'
The other meaning of partial adjective reduplication with suffix -an is to express the condition as mentioned in the base adjective.
The examples of the partial adjective reduplication with suffix -an are showing condition is shown in (10) below.
(10) a. Ngali-ngalian do ibana nang pe mohop mataniari. 'He always feels cold although it is already sunny'.
b. Tabo-taboan do ibana sonari on.
'His life is enjoyable these days'. The examples of the partial adjective reduplication with suffix -an showing the conditioned as mentioned in the base adjective are shown in (11) below.
(11) a. Ngali-ngalian do ibana nang pe mohop mataniari. 'He always feels cold although it is already sunny'. b. Tabo-taboan do ibana sonari on.
'His life is enjoyable these days'. 4.4.2 Partial Adjective Reduplication with Suffix -hian The meaning of the partial adjective reduplication with suffix -hian is to state the degree of the quality is more than normal as in (12). (12) a. Malo-malohian do parsikkola na burju marsiajar.
'Students who are very serious to study are very very clever'.
b. Asom-asomhian do sude utte on alana dang malamun dope.
'These oranges are very-very sour because they are not ripe yet'.
Partial Adjective Reduplication with
Prefix and Suffix Partial adjective reduplication with prefix and suffix is the formation of adjective reduplication where the first base adjective is attached with a prefix and the latter base adjective is attached with a suffix simultaneously. This type of adjective reduplication is the most complicated formation. It, however, must be noted that not all prefixes and suffixes can be used in this type of adjective. Among the prefixes and the suffixes frequently uses are: marsi-i, ha-assa, ma-ku, sa-na, pa-hu and um-hian. 4.5 'How big a mouse is, a cat is bigger.
Partial adjective reduplication with um-hian
The meaning of the partial adjective reduplication with um-hian is to show that something being talked is in more than comparative degree as in
